CMMS BENCHMARKS
& BEST PRACTICES
To Improve Maintenance Operations

CMMS BENCHM ARKS & BES T PR AC TICES

MANAGER SUMMARY
THREE WAYS TO USE THIS REPORT:
The CMMS Benchmarks and Best Practices report
was created for maintenance managers, technicians
and other personnel involved in the operations of
a facility or maintenance management program.
This report will benefit maintenance teams in
three key ways:

1

Provide a framework for evaluating your program’s effective
use of maintenance management technology, such as a
computerized maintenance management system (CMMS).

2

Introduce benchmarks to compare your program effectiveness
with 1,100+ organizations.

3

Propose best practices to increase the utilization of
capabilities in your maintenance management solution &
to achieve operational improvements and cost savings.
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CMMS BENCHMARKS & ROI

Correlations Between CMMS Features/Functionality &
Overall $ Savings

CMMS Leaders and Masters, as defined below in Stages
of CMMS Success, achieved the following benchmarks:
BETTER ASSET MANAGEMENT

57% Improved system reliability and reduced downtime
• 53% Extended equipment life-span and helped assets last longer
• 59% Improved customer satisfaction with their service request process
• 60% Improved work scheduling and labor efficiency of maintenance
•

IMPROVED WORK ORDER PROCESSING
INCREASED PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
MORE PERSONNEL TRAINED

personnel

41% Improved parts availability and time to fix
• 61% Improved visibility of maintenance information and performance
•

measurement

IMPROVED MEASUREMENT & REPORTING
IMPROVED INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
INCREASED USE OF MOBILE CMMS

Moreover, organizations that improve maintenance operations, through
more effective use of a CMMS, reported cost savings in the tens of
thousands, hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars. For example,
35% of organizations reported saving tens of thousands of dollars on
their software investment by configuring assets in their CMMS and
improving asset management.

TE NS OF THOUSANDS
HU NDRE DS OF THOUSANDS
MILLIONS
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ABOUT THE STATE OF CMMS REPORT
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Using 1200+ responses to the CMMS Score Survey, we have produced a
State of CMMS Report to help guide facility and maintenance managers on a
journey toward greater reliability and continuous improvement. The goal of
this report is to help provide benchmark comparisons and convey the benefits
of a fully implemented CMMS.

ABOUT THE STATE OF CMMS REPORT & CMMS SCORE PERSONAS
WHAT IS A CMMS SCORE?

SO, WHAT DOES A CMMS SCORE PERSONA ME AN?

The CMMS Score grades and guides maintenance teams on how they are
using maintenance management software to improve operational process—
ranging from asset management to preventive maintenance (PM) and
beyond.

Maintenance staffs just discovering that a CMMS may help improve their
maintenance procedures are likely Apprentice level.

In only five minutes, maintenance professionals can gauge where they rank
and compare against other maintenance professionals in similar industries
and receive a CMMS persona — and from there, take action on improving to
the next level.

Teams that have successfully implemented a tool across their organization
and seen measurable results are likely designated as Master.

TAKE THE CMMS SURVE Y NOW
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LE ARN FROM CMMS
PR ACTITIONERS JUST
LIKE YOU

CMMS Score Respondents by Industry & Maintenance
Department Size

Participants in our CMMS Score survey represent maintenance programs
of all sizes and across all industries. Accordingly, information they shared,
and the corresponding insights revealed in this report, are applicable to
type of organization and maintenance department.

1 TO 5
6 T O 15
16 T O 3 0
31 TO 50
5 1+
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Distribution of CMMS Personas

STAGES OF
CMMS SUCCESS
A PPR ENTIC E

APPRENTICE

MASTER

MOVE R

MOV ER
JO U R N E Y M A N
LEADER

LE A DER
M AS TER
JOURNEYMAN
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A PPRE NTICE
—

CMMS
PE RSONAS

At the Apprentice level, organizations have most likely just begun their
CMMS research and implementation. Many may also be relying on
static spreadsheets or paper-based work order systems. Apprentices
are quickly learning how CMMS can streamline work order tracking,
improve asset management, save on overall maintenance budgets
and implement preventive maintenance schedules. However,
understanding these benefits is just the start. To level-up from an
Apprentice to Mover (and beyond), organizations must focus on
utilizing the CMMS more heavily across their maintenance teams to
drive adoption and bottom-line results.

Continue on the journey from Apprentice to Mover by checking
out this resource.

H OW TO AVO I D A N U N S U C C E S S F U L
C M M S I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

READ
NOW
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MOV E R
—

JOU RN E Y MAN
—

Movers have likely gained buy-in from management, successfully
onboarded the team to the tool, and are right on the cusp of realizing
potential CMMS benefits and savings. CMMS Movers likely possess
these traits:

Journeymen have fought an uphill battle of technology adoption
across the maintenance team and are starting to realize bottom-line
organizational value for program implementation. For example, many
will have fewer emergency work orders due to better planning. They
have achieved an increase in satisfaction among internal departments
or between facilities due to a streamlined service request process.
With initial onboarding and implementation behind them, Journeymen
are set to realize benefits of greater uptime, asset life, labor
efficiency and more. As they work to collect top-level results to show
management, they may also be able to identify underutilized features
or inefficient processes to take their program to the next level: CMMS
Leader.

• Replacing paper-based legacy systems and processes
• Starting to configure some assets in the tool
• Trained and confident in using the tool
• And dabbling in system-wide asset management and
reporting
To gain momentum and move to the next phase of CMMS bragging
rights, organizations must focus on configuring all assets in their
CMMS, eliminating paper-based work orders completely, and realizing
value in terms of proven reliability, better inventory management and
more.

Continue on the journey from Mover to Journeyman by
checking out this resource.

S CA L A B I L I T Y, YO U R C M M S
A N D T H E F U T U R E O F AS S E T
M A N AG E M E N T I N T E L L I G E N C E

Continue on the journey from Journeyman to Leader by
checking out this resource.

READ
NOW

M OV E F RO M R E AC T I V E TO
PR E D I C T I V E M A I N T E N A N C E

READ
NOW
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LE A DE R

MASTE R

CMMS Leaders realize the full program value and can tie results to bottomline business impact. They are armed with reports and KPIs that prove
results and cost savings across assets, processes, labor and more. CMMS
Leaders exhibit the following common characteristics:

Masters have implemented the CMMS, seen system-wide adoption, are
enjoying the benefits of mobile deployment and proven program value in
terms of bottom-line impact. On top of that, they have overcome one of the
greatest hurdles of maintenance programs across the globe—graduating
from a reactive to a preventive maintenance program. The CMMS Master
has it all, including:

• Configured nearly all assets within the CMMS
• Shifted to a completely digital work order tracking system

• A well trained and efficient team

• Able to use automated reports, such as technician efficiency to

• Smart inventory and parts managed strategy (or an integration

improve resource allocation

with an ERP system)

• Believe they can prove the ROI of the CMMS investment

• Improved reliability and uptime and extended equipment life

• Familiarity with the potential of mobile features for a

• Ability to meet maintenance budgets

mobile workforce

• Positive preventive-to-reactive maintenance ratio

• Currently exploring how to utilize inventory features on a CMMS

• Data to prove to management efficiencies are up and savings

or the benefits of integrating an ERP system for better parts

are being realized

management
To finally make it to the finish line, organizations must focus on
implementing preventive maintenance schedules to prove with hard
evidence that the tool has helped diminish downtime.

The CMMS Master makes it look easy, but it took a lot of time, patience and
a top-notch implementation team to get them there. The end result? Total
system reliability and sky-high maintenance efficiency.

Continue on the journey from Mover to Journeyman by
checking out this resource.

Continue on the journey from Journeyman to Leader by
checking out this resource.

5 C O N S E Q U E N C E S O F R E AC T I V E
M A I N T E N A N C E S T R AT E G I E S

READ
NOW

U S I N G YO U R E A M TO D R I V E
M A I N T E N A N C E I M PROV E M E N T

READ
NOW
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Time Progression - Percent of Maintenance Teams Using
Mobile CMMS

CMMS TRENDS

51%

For the first time, we are seeing a greater percent of organizations
using a mobile maintenance management solution than those not using
one. In our first State of CMMS report, published in 2016, just 24% of
respondents were using a mobile CMMS.

43%

In 2018, it’s 51%, a lift of roughly 112%! We do not expect adoption to
continue at such an aggressive pace. However, our data indicates that
60% or more of organizations will be using a mobile solution by 2020.

USING MOBILE CMMS

60 %

OVER 60% OF ORGANIZATIONS WILL USE A MOBILE CMMS BY 2020.

NOT USING MOBILE CMMS
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MAJORITY OF ORGANIZATIONS WILL
PERFORM MORE PREVENTIVE VS.
REACTIVE MAINTENANCE BY 2020

CMMS UTILIZATION ON THE RISE
51%

In 2018, roughly 44% of organizations perform more preventive
maintenance than reactive maintenance. In 2016, however, it was just 36%.
At this rate, we expect a majority of organizations to be performing more
preventive maintenance by 2020. This is significant because organizations
that perform more preventive maintenance work also report greater cost
savings on their CMMS investment.

Time Progression - Reactive vs. Preventive Maintenance

43%
Stages of CMMS success, such as “Journeyman” and “Master,”
are based
on how well an organization uses maintenance management software to
improve their operational processes. Between 2017 and 2018, we have
seen more organizations moving up from Apprentices to Movers, Movers
to Journeymen, Journeymen to Leaders, and so on. This is an important
upward trend as there is a strong correlation between an organization’s
CMMS utilization and CMMS ROI. For example, many “Masters” report
savings of millions of dollars when asked to quantify the value of their
CMMS investment.

Progression of CMMS Utilization & Correlations
to CMMS Personas

18%
23%

ALL
PRE VENTIVE

MOSTLY
PRE VENTIVE

50 : 50

MOSTLY
RE ACTIVE

ALL
RE ACTIVE

MASTER

LE ADER

JOURNE YMAN

MOVER

15%
22%

APPRENTICE
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“Now we can confidently say we’ve attained over 70% proactive maintenance
and are well on track to achieve our overall goal of 85%.”

Trinchero Family Estates’ fragmented maintenance and inventory systems
could not keep pace with growth in the industry and organization, or
with its expanding maintenance teams. Decentralized, manual tools
lacked cohesive processes for tracking assets across departments, led
to work order inefficiencies and duplicate orders, and caused difficulties
scheduling technicians and running meaningful reports.

“By providing us with the tools to optimize our facilities, fleet
and bottling equipment, Accruent allows us to deliver the highest
quality product to our customers and remain a leader in the
industry.”
CHRIS TREMBLAY - BOTTLING MAINTENANCE MANAGER
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BENCHMARKS AND BEST
PRACTICES IN GREATER DETAIL

Correlation Between Integrating Inventory Management in a
CMMS and Improvements to Repair Time

Avoid Backlogged Work Orders with Improved
Inventory Management
Inventory management is one of the most significant struggles for
organizations participating in our CMMS Score survey. Roughly 61%
are not adequately managing inventory and parts in their maintenance
management solution. For maintenance managers, technicians and others
in operations, this manifests in two common pain points: backlogged
work orders due to out of stock inventory, inaccurate and disorganized
databases of inventory.
These pains can be addressed by integrating inventory and parts
management with a CMMS or other maintenance management solution.
For example, our research reveals a strong correlation between the use
of inventory management capabilities and improved parts availability and
repair time.
Inventory and parts managed in CMMS

MAXIMUM
STRONG
SOME
MINIMAL
NONE
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MAINTENANCE INFORMATION
IMPROVEMENTS REALIZED
WITH THE USE OF INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
Similarly, as more inventory and parts are managed in software, the
visibility of important maintenance information–and the measurement of
performance–improves.

Improvements to Performance Measurement Demonstrated by
the Quantity of Inventory/Parts Integrated in a CMMS

Inventory and parts managed in CMMS

MA XIMUM

STRONG

SOME

MINIMAL

NONE
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SIMPLIFY REPORTING THROUGH
INCREASED TRACKING OF
OPERATIONAL METRICS AND KPIS

Improvements to Performance Measurement Demonstrated by
the Quantity of Reports/Metrics/KPIs produced from a CMMS

Maintenance and facility managers are often faced with the task of
preparing quarterly reports for building owners, ERP managers and
other stakeholders. Surprisingly, however, a majority of organizations
(60%) are not making significant use of the reporting capabilities in
their maintenance management solutions. What is more, there is a very
clear correlation between the use of reporting capabilities and improved
visibility of maintenance information and performance measurement.

Metrics, KPIs and reports used in CMMS

MAXIMUM
STRONG
SOME
MINIMAL
NONE
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IMPROVE L ABOR EFFICIENCY BY
INVESTING IN TR AINING
Accruent Professional Services offers progressive training programs that
promote success in your organization by improving the effectiveness of
your employees. With every implementation, Accruent provides product and
process training, covering key application functions and usage guidelines
for each application component, delivered by resources familiar with your
industry and business needs.
We understand that each customer’s training needs may vary, so the
Accruent Professional Services Team is happy to work with you to develop
an individualized training plan to fit your business.

Correlation Between the Amount of Personnel Trained in CMMS
as it Relates to Labor Efficiency and Work Scheduling

Personnel trained & using the CMMS

MA XIMUM

STRONG

SOME

MINIMAL

NONE

Accruent provides both upfront training and
ongoing training through Accruent Academy
Learning Center (in addition to publishing
detailed and actionable maintenance
management resources).
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THE IMPACT OF MOBILE CMMS ON
LABOR EFFICIENCY
What is also striking is the impact a mobile CMMS, or other mobile
maintenance solutions, have on labor efficiency. A whopping 93% of
organizations that have all their staff using a mobile solution also realize
strong to maximum improvements in labor efficiency. Not to mention, use
of a mobile maintenance solution can help managers get out from behind
their desks to survey offices, contractors and overall building upkeep.

Mobile CMMS Usage and the Impact on Work Scheduling/
Efficiency

GAIN OPERATIONAL INSIGHTS
THROUGH IMPROVED WORK
ORDER TRACKING
Work orders are the lifeblood of any maintenance department, and the
success of a department’s operations is highly dependent on how well a
team can track, distribute and analyze work orders.
For example, we often speak with maintenance managers about two
challenges: maintaining an organized, updated and accurate work log,
and understanding the status of in-progress work orders. However,
research indicates that managing work orders and service requests
in software improves visibility of maintenance information and
performance measurement.

Correlation Between the Amount of Work Orders & Service
Request Managed in CMMS and Improved Visibility of
Maintenance Information

MA XIMUM

STRONG

SOME

MINIMAL

NONE

*Key applies to the chart above and chart to the right.

Work orders and service requests managed in CMMS
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SCHEDULING AND LABOR EFFICIENCY IN
A CMMS
Meanwhile, managing work orders in a CMMS also corresponds with
improvements in work scheduling and labor efficiency. This alleviates the
challenges associated with managing labor assignments, distributing work
orders to contractors and forecasting time needed to fulfill work orders.

Correlation Between the Amount of Work Orders & Service
Request Managed in CMMS and Improved Labor Efficiency

Work orders and service requests managed in CMMS

MA XIMUM

STRONG

SOME

MINIMAL

NONE
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION & CMMS
Finally, when service requests are managed in a CMMS, there is a strong
correlation with improved customer satisfaction. So, not only does
software support a better organized and smoother work order process,
it also supports effective decision making (e.g. correctly defining the
hierarchy of work orders).

Correlation Between the Amount of Work Orders & Service
Request Managed in CMMS and Improved Customer Service/
Satisfaction

Work orders and service requests managed in CMMS

MA XIMUM

STRONG

SOME

MINIMAL

NONE

80%

to accurately report their total
downtime cost (TDC).
P.19
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VISIT OU R RESOU RC E C E NTE R

Automate Work Order
Scheduling

Increase Asset
Reliability

5

Advantages

of a Preventive Maintenance Strategy

1. Reduced Downtime
2. Improved Safety
3. Increased Labor Efficiency

Reduce Maintenance
Costs

Improve Inventory
Accuracy

4. Extended Equipment Life
5. Lower Maintenance Costs

A c c r u e n t C M M S i s u s e d b y o v e r 10 k c u s t o m e r s Trusted
i n 15 0 c o uby
n t rover
i e s a n350,000
d i s a l e a d imaintenance
ng provider
across industries, helping maintenance organizations achieve t heir potential.

professionals, Maintenance
Connection is a cost-effective,
C O N TAC T U S TO DAY
flexible CMMS & EAM that helps
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Every company has a mission.
Accruent’s is to make sure you are ready to
deliver on yours.

5.3T

SQUARE FEET
MANAGED

275K
LEASES
MANAGED

7.3B

ASSETS
MANAGED

200B

TELEMETRY DATA
POINTS MANAGED

Accruent is headquartered in Austin, Texas, with
locations across Brazil, Canada, China, Finland,
France, Germany, Israel, Netherlands, Russia,
Singapore, United Kingdom, and the United States
of America.

